Fine structure of hepatocytes during the etiology of several common pathologies.
Hepatocytes respond to injury by a few basic pathological reactions that are reflected in cell death, different types of degeneration, regeneration, or tumorous transformation. At the ultrastructural level, alterations of cell organelles can be observed in different combinations as a result of the injury, depending on the etiological agent(s) or pathological conditions developed. Nuclear bodies, dilation and fragmentation of rough endoplasmic reticulum (rer), swelling of mitochondria, and an increased number of lysosomes occur during acute viral hepatitis. The core and surface components of the hepatitis B virus can be localized in the liver cells in chronic hepatitis and in carriers. Close contact of hepatocytic and lymphocytic cell membranes were observed in chronic active hepatitis. Hepatocytes surrounded by an increased amount of collagen fibers are characteristic of cirrhosis. Loosely arranged, fine fibrils or condensed forms of Mallory bodies are pathognomic for alcoholic injury. A wide spectrum of alterations are noted after drug treatment: the proliferation of smooth endoplasmic reticulum (ser) as an adaptive phenomenon, focal or complete necrosis of the cell, inflammation, and the like. The fine structural analysis of hepatocytic inclusions in storage diseases has a differential diagnostic value. The storage of copper and other elements can be measured by x-ray microanalysis. The study of the hepatocytic differentiation in liver tumors is highly important in establishing the diagnosis and in proving the hepatocytic origin of the tumor.